Thank you, Al Fondy. Just as you were giving that introduction I was handed a note that says, “Dear Al, please limit your speech to 57 minutes.”

(Laughter)

“because as a single mother I need the pool money to pay for two college tuitions.”

(Laughter with applause)

Well, I’ll try, but I do it from rough notes. So I can’t be sure.

A few months ago, the AFT executive council met and, as we were discussing some of the proposed constitutional amendments and some of the resolutions, there was a feeling that most of us had about the mood of our union, our country and a fear of what the mood at this convention might be. People talked about sadness. Indeed, some talked about a state of depression, not economic, but psychological because of the problems that we face. Many talked about a mood of great anger.

Of course, the reasons were many and clear. There is the terrible state of our economy, which affects all of us. State budgets: just this morning USA Today talked not only about the $11 billion deficit in California, but had a listing and a graph of a number of states that have made budget cuts in the hundreds of millions of dollars, including Michigan, Florida, Georgia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, New York, Illinois, Missouri and Washington.

Then, of course, the racial violence in Los Angeles really raised a question not only for Los Angeles. There is no such universal racial society anymore anywhere in the land, and that immediate reaction is what we worked for the idea that there can be one. Los Angeles was more than a one-city one-time incident. It raised questions in our minds about the ultimate success of our country.

Throughout the country we are in a state of gridlock when it comes to dealing with our health care problems. On the one hand, there are millions of people without any care at all, and on the other, those who have it are in constant fear that they won’t have it three or five or seven or eight years from now as they look at the escalating costs and as they return to contract negotiations each year with demands for reductions in the benefits they already have. Then, of course, there’s the strong national movement for voucher and privatization in education and in other fields as well.

Well, fortunately, the convention and have started talking to each other, something is happening. Yes, there’s still some anger, and many are still going back to face very tough situations at home, but I have a feeling, and I think it’s a feeling that many of you sense, too, that we’re beginning to see some other possibilities. It’s not just one thing, it’s many things that we can look at. One is the work that we’ve done in this union over the last couple of years with our Futures Report.

We spent two years looking at what this union is about and asking; “Are we doing a good job? Where are we strong? Where are we weak? What do we need to change?” While the report is long and there are all sorts of recommendations, it comes down to developing a vision for the organization—one that sees that we have to value equally what we do for our members on one hand, and the services that we provide to our union and constituents on the other. In every area that we represent, we need to empower our members to be able to make more decisions, because we know more about improving and running those institutions than those who are now doing it in most cases. We’ve got to make a priority of making each of our institutions better and more effective, because even if poor quality is a result of someone else’s management, ultimately, if we fail to improve these institutions, it is we and those who are served by the institutions who will be hurt.

Just two days ago the Wall Street Journal published a memorandum by a number of very prominent Republicans. This was a memorandum to the president of the United States saying: “If you want to win, you better come out for these things.” It was a good part of the editorial page. There’s a very strong signal from the platform-making process at the GOP convention that they’re taking this advice. Let me just read a few lines of that advice.

It urges the president and the Republican Party to join ranks with Britain, Germany, Italy, Russia, Mexico, Argentina, as well as numerous states and cities, to privatize state-run businesses, and sell assets and contract out services. I wonder if we would have any sign there of public schools to go private, what hope is there for public higher education? If the American people allow public schools to go private, what hope is there that we will ever have the courage and determination to develop a national health care system? If the American people will be discussing some of the proposed constitutional amendments and some of the resolutions, there was a feeling that most of us had about the mood of our union, our country and a fear of what the mood at this convention might be. People talked about sadness. Indeed, some talked about a state of depression, not economic, but psychological because of the problems that we face. Many talked about a mood of great anger.
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importance of developing national curriculum frameworks and standards. We are never going to move our youngsters to the same achievement levels as that of other nations, because in those other countries they have a picture of what an 18-year-old youngster is supposed to know and be able to do when that youngster graduates.

They say, "Well, if that's what he has to know at 18, then what does he or she know at 17, 16, 15," and so forth, and then there is an assignment for each grade level to get a part of that done.

This is a vision: I'm not talking about standardized test scores. Once again, let me quote John Jacob, who continued by saying, "What will it take for our children to develop into outstanding 21st century citizens? Let me suggest four basic criteria based on what we know about the challenging demands of the future.

One, every African-American child should graduate from high school with the ability to do calculus.

"Two, every African-American child should be fluent in a foreign language."

"Three, every African-American child should be able to research, organize and write a 25-page essay on a challenging topic."

"Four, every African-American child should live by strict, high, ethical standards."

And then he concluded, saying, "That's what it will take to make it in the 21st century, not just for African Americans, but for all of America's people." (Applause)

I know the idea of national curriculum frameworks is radical, is different, and we're somewhat uncomfortable with it. I'm not talking about the Congress or the president making up a curriculum. We're talking about math teachers making up the math curriculum and social studies teachers making up the social studies curriculum and English teachers, the English and language arts curriculum. And we're not talking about passing a law to shove it down people's throats. We're talking about developing curriculum materials that are so terrific that they will be voluntarily adopted by states and localities.

(Applause)

A few weeks ago I did what I often do, which is get up at about 4:30 in the morning to start heading toward an airport. While I was having a cup of coffee, I turned on the television set and there I saw the interviewer interviewing six or seven students from Russia who had spent one, two or three years in the United States. It was probably a taped interview, I don't believe they were up at 4:30 in the morning being interviewed.

There were a number of questions about how the United States differed from Russia, and whether they're thinking of going back, and whether they're maintaining some contacts and relationships.

Then the interviewer asked them about school and to compare their school experiences in the United States with their experiences in Russia. Here were seventh- and eighth-grade students, and every single one of them had the same response, and that was, what they were learning in the seventh and eighth grade [in the U.S.], they had already learned in the third and fourth grade in Russia.

The reason for that is, if you tried to get your kids to do more work, really do a lot of work, parents are going to complain about it, saying, "Why are you piling it on when the others aren't?" If you turn to your students and give them a lot of hard work, they're going to turn to you and say, "This is too hard," and they're going to start negotiating with you.

One of the things you have when you know that everybody in the country in the third grade is covering certain topics is parents and children who cannot use the excuse that it's too hard, because everybody is doing it. That gives authority to teachers as professionals to do what they're supposed to do. Of course, they have the right to teach each of these things in their own way. That's what professionalism is about—how you do it, not what you ultimately want to achieve with these youngsters.

In the United States there's a further reason for making sure that we have a certain amount of standardization. That is, we have youngsters moving from school to school constantly; we're the most mobile society in the history of the world. We have schools in which 60 percent of the kids are different next year than they are this year. Well, what happens when you have a different curriculum in each place as these youngsters move around? As they move from one place to another, each teacher has a right to know that these youngsters have already dealt with this, because that's what's happening all over.

This is a very important issue and something we need to talk to parents about, because they will understand the notion that if we don't know where we're going, we're not going to be able to tell them what we want youngsters to know and be able to do is something that we don't have now and we need to move toward.

The next important point has to do with assessment. John Jacob said it. Just think of how wonderful those four standards are compared to the idea that we want to improve our standardized test scores next year—that a world of difference! These are the kinds of tests that are worthy of being taught to. To spend years trying to get a youngster to be able to understand calculus or to be able to write a 25-page essay on an important issue, that's worth teaching to, it's worth preparing students for.

We also need results that are public and that are measurable, because our not having that is one of the things that undermines why we need an assessment system, and a good one. Because one of the things that undermines public confidence in education is the constant business of taking these crazy numbers of who's a few points higher or a few points lower and then raising questions about whether they mean anything or don't mean anything, or whether people are pushing or cheating or preparing when they're not supposed to. That whole complex of things tends to undermine everything that we do. We need to get an assessment system that we like, that's challenging to the youngsters, and that we believe in. Without that, we're going to continue to have a good deal of public doubt about education. We ought to throw our weight and our support behind creating such a system.

What about reform and restructuring? I guess at almost every previous convention for a number of years I've spent a good deal of time talking about creating new types of schools. At one convention I talked about the Saturn automobile and how General Motors and UAW sent a team of union members and workers and managers to Japan and Korea and to Sweden and to look at various outstanding companies in the United States, and they came back. At that time they were not yet manufacturing the car, so we didn't know if it would be a great one or not, but the idea was: Forget about everything you learned before and see if you can start from scratch and develop some new way of manufacturing a new kind of car with higher standards of quality.

Using that analogy, I must say that I was guilty of standing here before you and saying we ought to do the same with our schools—we ought to throw out the old model and start from scratch and build a new one. Well, I started talking a little while ago. The point is, while GM and UAW are building Saturn—and from what I hear it's an excellent car—they have not thrown out the traditional models nor have they stopped trying to improve them. Lots of people will love the Saturn and buy it, but lots of them will still want the other models. I think there's a lesson in that for us.

And that is, there are really two jobs that we have. One is, that for those teachers and for those students and for those parents who want to begin on this great adventure of doing something that's very different and new, we should provide all the support they need and give them our blessings and give them enough time so they can succeed.

After all, most of our schools and in the world are not new types of schools; they look like old-fashioned schools. Most of the schools around the world that are old-fashioned are doing better than we are. Therefore, we need to change not only to create new schools, but we need to engage in a rigorous and tough process of change within traditional schools and ask how we can substantially improve. How can we get the same kind of results out of our traditional and regular schools that are obtained in other countries and, indeed, are obtained in some of our schools within this country?

So, we need two types of change: Create types of schools like the Koln-Holweide school in Germany—create schools that work on cooperative learning and on seminars and that use technology and that use teams of professionals and paraprofessionals and others. Create new types of schools, but at the same time, improve substantially the schools that we have.

By the way, there would be nothing wrong in the public sector with giving parents a choice. Some parents don't like experimentation. You try to do something different and they immediately start yelling, "I don't want you to try that on my youngster, you haven't done it before!" A good deal of our inability to bring about change is not resistance among teachers, it's resistance among parents. So, if we want to change, we really need to give those parents who want the change for their youngsters the opportunity to choose such schools. Then we'll have parents who support what we're doing instead of parents who are constantly fighting what we're doing. And similarly for those who prefer a traditional model school.

I think there's another problem we need to deal with. There's a big eternal fight that has gone on in the United States that really needs to end, and that is, whether we should group students heterogeneously or homogeneously. Why don't we look at what other countries do. No other country groups youngsters in elementary schools. All elementary school youngsters are expected to achieve the same and they're pushed hard and they're given assignments that are not the same. And the same chance; we should not make assumptions that little children can't do it. (Applause)

It's also true that by the time youngsters get to secondary school they are grouped on the basis of achievement. There are, of course, some examples of heterogeneous grouping. But the important thing is that in the
United States, when we group youngsters, we fail with the youngsters who are put in the low groups or slow groups. The reason is not that we're grouping them. That is an issue that once we put them in a low group, we say, "Well, they're doing so we're not going to give them any hard work to do."

Of course, if you don't give them hard work to do, they won't learn very much. The issue is not whether we should group students, but whether, as in other countries, every single group of students will be expected to meet high standards and given hard work to do.

(Applause)

The issue is to make sure that we don't give up on any of our students. I think there's one other issue here, and that is, you can't teach a homogeneous group the same way you would a heterogeneous group. There are different ways of reaching the students. We have another workshop at this convention with Harold Stevenson, who has done some outstanding research, and I hope you will attend it.

Why am I dealing with you and you're dealing with it because that flight undermines confidence by the public. When you have sets of educators, one of them saying the greatest thing for your kid is to put him in a heterogeneous class. Then there's another educator next door saying that's going to ruin your kid and your kid is never going to learn there because the other kids are going to hold him back. Within each of our communities we have that battle. What do parents say? They say, these educators are supposed to be professionals—we're going to them for advice. Here you've got every other professional disagreeing with each other; they don't know what they're doing.

We ought to be telling the public both methods work, but if you group kids in this way, if you have a homogeneous group, you can stand and talk to youngsters. If you have a heterogeneous group, you have to use different kinds of materials, you have to conduct lessons in a different way. That is, I think, part of what Harold Stevenson's talk will be about. What I'm dealing with are things that undermine our institution.

I want to deal with one other important element of success and that is, stakes. By stakes I mean that in every other country kids work hard and parents make the kids work hard because they know that there are consequences for failure. What is it that high school students want? They want one of two things: they either want to get a job when they get out of school or they want to make sure they get into college, or they want to make sure they get into some sort of a technical school or training program or apprenticeship program or something else.

In other words, if you work hard and do well, there's something at the end, something that you want and something that you won't get if you don't work hard and something that you won't get if you don't reach those standards. In the United States we don't do that.

We basically say we'll let anybody into colleges. Later on they funk out. There aren't any major corporations that hire any youngsters. They wait until they're older. We need to develop a system.

I want to underline the fact that the purpose of having these stakes is not to reduce enrollments in college or to limit the opportunities for students to continue learning. We want them to have opportunities for learning throughout their lifetimes, not just when they're 18 years of age. But we also need to say that those who can do college work can go to college, and if you haven't made it now, we're going to make it possible for you to get it later. That's not just for the final chance. Plenty of second chances, plenty of opportunities. If you succeed, here's what you're able to do. You can go to a technical school. If you succeed at this level, you can go to a two-year institution, which leads into some sort of apprenticeship program.

Without being able to tell students that work and success mean something, they're not going to work as hard. That's why private school students don't work very hard in the United States, because they too know that it doesn't seem to make very much of a difference.

In addition to that, we've got to give students intrinsic incentives as well. What does that mean? Small schools where youngsters and teachers know each other. That's an incentive to do well. If you're in a huge place, where nobody knows your name and you're just being pushed around and you feel that hostility, the teachers don't know the youngsters, the youngsters don't know the teachers, the youngsters don't know each other because there are so many of them. It creates a kind of condition where the youngsters are not motivated because nobody can really recognize them and know them. So, smaller schools, keeping the same youngsters and the same teachers together, is one thing that could be brought back to our schools. We need to turn this into a national campaign, because it's one of the key reasons that parents want to escape. They don't want their youngsters to have these problems.

We need to work on school finance and do away with the ugly pictures that Jonathan Kozol accurately portrays in Savage Inequalities. There is no excuse in a democracy, where we say that we believe in equality.

Now, we know that not everybody is equal in all respects and we know that after people get an education they're not all going to be equal at the
end of it. But there is certainly no justification for spending one-half of the money on the child's education—the child who has the most problems gets half the amount of money because they're all citizens of the same country, or they give kids who have special problems more money. But there is no other society where economically poor children are given a heck of a lot less than everybody else. That's something that we have to keep working on and keep bringing to the attention of the American people.

(Applause)

Finally, on this campaign issue of vouchers, I think we have to keep talking to people about what schools in the United States are about. Schools are not just about learning reading, writing and arithmetic. Yes, they’re about that, but there’s also about taking peoples of all colors, all religions and all ethnic backgrounds and having them work with each other as children, get to like each other, get to respect each other, get to understand the history of this country; yes, its faults and its sins. But most Americans feel that there is always a danger, because we come from so many different places and because of the diversity, that the United States could become a Yugoslavia if we didn’t keep people together.

We need to emphasize history that shows all of the different peoples of this country and what they contributed, but we need to reject those types of curriculum that pit one group against another, because the public is never going to pay for that kind of education.

(Applause)

We need to engage in political action. That means we need to pursue relentlessly all of those who vote for privatization or vouchers. We need to follow them. And we need to give strong support to those who are for us on this. There is a reason why we did so well in the congressional vote yesterday in the late 1370s and the late 1390s and in the late 1500s and in the late 1600s—there were an awful lot of people who voted to give money for private schools. We made a very tough decision at that time. We decided that we would not support for election any candidate who voted on that life or death issue the wrong way.

If the way we went out there, we supported opponents and we conducted campaigns and we showed them that this is an issue that we were serious about. I think we have to do that and we have to continue doing that. That has to be a key issue for all of us, one that each person who votes has to know, because the people on the other side are extremely tenacious on this. They want their private school paid for. And they tell members of Congress, "We don’t care where you are on everything else, that’s the issue that we’re interested in."

If we’re going to go to members of Congress or legislators and say, "We’re interested in 50 different issues. This is only one of our issues, so even if you destroy public education and public services, we’re still going to be with you.” If they’re reasonable people, they say, "Well, those other people are really angry and these folks are nice so we don’t have to do very much."

We’ve had a tough couple of years, there are plenty of horror stories to tell: Florida, California, the Northeast. In spite of that, the AFT grew by 55,000 during this period. So if you don’t think that we had an achievement, it’s the time that Bob Porter and I started working for the stabilization, the whole organization had 50,000 members. So, we’ve grown more in this period than what the size of the organization was at the time that we started working for it.

We’ve grown to 800,000 members. We’ve made that growth in all of the sectors. We’ve engaged in 200 bargaining elections. We have a terrific record for winning. More than three-fourths of the elections are winners and we have added 35,000 new people to our bargaining units. There have been some exciting wins. One of them was Saint Tammany in Louisiana: An effort of 13 years of trying to press for a bargaining election in a place where there is no right to one. By the way, we organized and won during a period of time when our state federation did a great job in the campaign to defeat David Duke in that state.

(Applause)

As a result of our commitment at our last convention to establish a zero-dues structure, we’ve added 32,000 retirees and intend to improve our programs for them. Ten thousand members also were added to the Federation of Public Employees, with progress especially in Kansas and Maryland and great prospects in Kentucky. So, we are moving.

We also have vastly improved relations with the National Education Association. You’ve undoubtedly read newspaper headlines, which are optimistic, saying both unions are about to merge. That’s not true. What is true is that Keith Geiger, NEA president, and I have a very good relationship, personal and organizational. We talk to each other before meetings in order to try to establish a position in common where we can. When there are some disagreements — because our organizations differ on a few things — we do it in a way so as not to exaggerate or overemphasize those differences.

This is the process of reconsidering its long-standing policy on its relations with the AFT and the AFL-CIO. We don’t know where that will come out yet, but the very fact that there was an overwhelming vote at their convention on reconsideration is very good. I would urge all of you, where you can, to establish positive relations. We hope that over a period of time — we don’t know whether this will lead to organizational unity or not — that you should be very well lead at the very least and a tradition of cooperation, common undertakings and a substantial, if not total, reduction of the conflict that we’ve had over the years. We don’t need to waste resources fighting each other at a time when we face so many external dangers.

(Applause)

Now, what I see here, as I said at the beginning, is a growing hope. Hope — that word Bill Clinton used quite a few times. It’s a wonderful word and it wasn’t just a word, because we saw it reflected in the responses of everyone at this convention.

I just hope that nobody here will take the election for granted. Our members all watch television, listen to the radio, read something, and in the course of this campaign I’m afraid there will be some new Willie Hortons. There will be charges, there will be all sorts of exposures and there will be an effort to make people forget real issues and to deal with symbolic ones. Also, don’t take for granted the notion that all of our members are registered to vote. Huge numbers are not. And if you look at election day figures on the percentage of people who turn out to vote, it’s small. We need to do better than other groups, but we still have plenty of room, plenty of room for improvement.

The decision of this election, the decisions that will be made are really, well, it’s mind-shattering to think about the consequences that hang in the balance. There is the whole failing apart of the country, which is what people are talking about. There should be giving less and to a fraction. There’s the question of whether we will have the will to have a health care system in this country.

Just think of the kind of issues that hang in the balance. We’re talking about family values, but when it comes to giving parents the right to take time off without pay, to take care of sick children, we have a veto. Yesterday, the North American Free Trade Agreement was announced. That represents a tremendous danger in its current form.

Think of what happened in Europe. There’s a European common market. The Europeans waited for 20 years or more, while workers in Germany were making five times the money that workers in Greece and Portugal were. So, workers in Germany, France and Italy were concerned that if they did have a total free-trade situation, that employers would move out of the countries that paid five times as much and move their jobs and their factories to get cheap labor in those other countries.

What the common market countries did was to give $66 billion to Portugal and Greece to get them to improve their standard of living. Now they are able to move ahead because the standards have moved up.

The difference in salaries between Mexico and the United States is not five times, it’s ten times. The impact of this can be seen in a story that appeared recently on the front page of the Wall Street Journal. It’s a story that says, "Threat of cheap labor forces many companies to unionize." This is a story about a company in Louisiana. It’s a place that makes things like T-shirts and aprons and things like that. There are almost a thousand workers there. This is a story that would make you cry and fill you with anger at the same time.

It talks about a place with mostly women workers doing the sewing and making the minimum wage of $4.25 an hour. There is no health plan, there is no sick leave and the clothing workers’ union goes in there to organize these workers. Now, if you can’t organize workers who are making this amount of money — by the way, no air conditioning in the plant, horrible conditions — if you can’t organize these workers, who can be organized?

The NEA is in a position to say, "Look, I know this is a minimum wage job and I know that this is like a Third World factory. But if you don’t want to live under Third World conditions here, I’m going to move this factory to the Third World." He told them that.

What you have here is a description of these workers talking to each other saying, "We really need a union, but does he mean it? If we vote for the union will we be absolutely out of a job? Then what will we do?"

Well, that’s what hangs in the balance. That’s what hangs in the balance in this election. Not hundreds of thousands, but millions, millions of votes that will move. This is not an argument for not increasing trade. Certainly we ought to help Mexico and other countries in Latin America the way they’ve helped our countries and have contributed to the world, but not the way they’ve moved their workers to our country and agreed to — trade with them. But not the way it’s been proposed. That’s one of the things that hangs in the balance.
Striker replacement. The laws in the United States are uncivilized. There's nothing else like it in the industrial world. In the private sector, if you go out on strike, the law is that they cannot fire you. But they can permanently replace you.

(Laughter)

Now, what that means is that if you go out on strike, they can offer jobs to others and they can write individual contracts with those scabs and say they are going to hire them permanently. That means that even if you and the union decide that you want to go back on the same terms and conditions or even worse terms or conditions, the employer now says, "I can't take you back. I now have individual contracts with these people. All we can negotiate is what your place is on the waiting list to come back if these workers ever want to leave."

George Bush has said that if there is a change in the law, he will veto it. Bill Clinton has said that he would sign such a law. Not only sign such a law, but at the time when it was before the Congress a few months ago, Bill Clinton publicly campaigned for a change in the law so if you go out on strike you have a right to go back to your job.

(Applause)

Then we've got the difference on education between them. You know, I saw an editorial in the Wall Street Journal just the other day. I'm still trying to understand this and maybe somebody here can help me understand this. But what it said was that Bill Clinton, because he supports public education, proves that he is controlled by private special interests.

(Laughter)

George Bush, because he wants to give a thousand dollars to send some kids to some private schools, is acting in the public interest, not for special interests. So, here we are — that's one of the most amazing public relations con jobs I've ever heard. When someone supports public institutions, which have helped make this country great for over 200 years, that's a special interest, but when somebody is trying to give a thousand dollars to people who can already afford to send their kids to private schools, that somehow shows freedom and something wonderful. Well, we've got to get that message to the public.

You heard Bill Clinton's commitment on health care and on higher education. I think what we had in Bill Clinton's speech here yesterday was really an amazing expression of something that is growing within the country.

I think many of us came here, as I indicated at the beginning, with some sadness, fear, anger. But, you know, if we think back two years ago, think of what has changed. Two years ago we had delegates here from many foreign countries that were recently freed, but the Soviet Union was still there. Who would have predicted that in these two years the Soviet Union would fall apart? Who would have predicted that in a military attempt to take over the government, people in Moscow would come out to protect an elected leader? Who would have predicted that a dictator in one country in the Middle East would decide to take on the whole world? Who would have predicted that George Bush, just as he got within a few miles of being able to take care of this dictator who was called Hitler, would chicken out?

(Laughter with applause)

Who would have predicted that a president of the United States, who had reached the heights of popularity of no other president in our history, would reach the current low point? Well, that ought to teach us something, and that is that what goes up can come down, and the other way around. That's true with Bill Clinton, it's true with George Bush. It means that we should not take for granted the lead that is in the polls right now. It also means that we shouldn't just sit around hoping that it will happen and that other people will do it.

You know, years ago I sat around and had sort of a bull session where people raised the question, "What makes the union successful?" Somebody said, "Well, I know what makes the union successful. Look at those," and he named a few unions. He said, "You know what makes a union successful? It's a union that can really deliver lots of stuff for its members."

Then he mentioned some union that had just gotten a big salary raise and pension benefits and all sorts of other things.

Somebody else who was sitting there said, "You know, I think you're wrong. It's really good if the union can deliver all sorts of things but that's not what makes a successful union. A successful union is an organization that figures out what people's hopes are, what their dreams are, what they want. A successful union is a union that gets people to believe that these need not be mere dreams. Furthermore, it gets to show them that the difference between whether these remain dreams or whether they become reality is whether these dreams remain within the individual or whether they become shared, because individually we can't realize any of these and they remain mere dreams.

Together we can achieve all of them. A union is an organization that takes people's dreams and gets people to understand that together their dreams can be realized.

I think we can leave this convention with a new sense of hope, because our union understands these dreams and how to make them come true. Bill Clinton understands these dreams and how to make them come true. Now we have to make sure that he's in the White House so that they can indeed come true.

Thank you.